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Council amalgamations have been met with several protests around the city. Picture: 

Will Tuck 
 

 COUNCIL AMALGAMATIONS SCRAPPED FOR LGAs 

 SALIM VOWS TO RETURN IF MERGERS SCRAPPED 

http://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/nsw/council-amalgamations-scrapped-for-lgas-in-legal-challenges/news-story/38c38ccd450f499a811c28eb61f6d38d
http://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/nsw/councils-backflip-a-mess-for-families-salim-mehajer-vows-to-return-if-merger-plans-scrapped/news-story/7d37a4a412d6b6b74fbfaed96c8d395a


THE debate over the proposed council amalgamations around the state boiled over 

yesterday as some Liberal MPs urged new Premier Gladys Berejiklian to press 

ahead with the mergers, while others pushed for reversals in country areas. 

Premier Gladys Berejiklian. Picture: Richard Dobson 

Two weeks into the job, Ms Berejiklian consulted her Liberal colleagues yesterday at 

a special party room meeting but still had no proposal to put to them. 

Upper house MP Matthew Mason-Cox warned that “sticking to the status quo” by 

leaving planned mergers in place would cost the Coalition government. 

“What we did when we went to the last election was say „voluntary mergers‟,” he 

said, describing the policy as a “carrot approach” replaced with a “stick approach”. 

Coogee MP Bruce Notley-Smith said the government should press ahead and ignore 

whingeing councils. 

“You can‟t unscramble the egg”, Mr Notley-Smith is reported to have said, as well as: 

“We should stand up to the Nats and send them packing.” 

Drummoyne MP John Sidoti urged the Premier to carry on with mergers, saying the 

government had reversed its greyhound racing ban and still lost the Orange by-

election, so the Premier should not look to reverse mergers to save the seat of North 

Shore in a looming by-election. 



Ku-ring-gai MP Alister Henskens told the MPs that the Liberals “had problems” and 

were “only seven seats from losing government”. 

Ms Berejiklian gave little away, sources said, but confessed to MPs that the 

government had “problems” on the council merger issue and she would “have a look 

at it”. Government MPs believe the most likely outcome to help Deputy Premier John 

Barilaro, who wants country mergers stopped, was that some mergers still before the 

courts will be halted. 

 

Aside from the mergers issue, the party room was rocked by suggestions from Ms 

Berejiklian‟s head of strategy — former journalist Mark Coultan — that One Nation 

did not pose a threat to the government because it was an anti-immigration party and 

would only have an effect at the federal level. 
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